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ABOUT MICHELLE

Michelle Henderson has always chosen a career that 

has helped others heal in different situations. As an 

M. Ed., she worked in education as a teacher, 

educational diagnostician, and behavior analyst for 

thirty years. While teaching children with autism, she 

wrote a book titled A Three Element Social Skill 

Program: Instruction, Drama, and Technology. In 

2006, she opened IASIS Learning Center, a non-profit 

organization teaching children social skills through 

drama techniques. In parallel to that, her intuition 

blossomed in her 20’s and visitations from the spirit 

world began to increase. After retiring from 

education, knowing she was going to serve the Divine 

and offer spiritual services, Michelle obtained her 

Ordained Ministry from the Universal Life Church 

Ministries in 2019. In 2021, Michelle became a 

Certified Spiritual Advisor with Psychic and Medium 

Certificates through the Lisa Williams International 

School of Spiritual Development. 

As she embraced her spiritual growth, she was able to use these skills to help special needs families. 

Her journey to becoming a professional spiritualist began when she retired from education. With the 

knowledge she obtained through her life-long work with children, she became passionate about 

helping intuitive children embrace their gifts. Michelle also shares her innovative ideas with other 

lightworkers, giving them direction about supporting families of intuitive children.

Michelle is known for her powerful gift of spirit art. She will draw the image of your loved one during 

your medium reading with her. She also creates colorful and specific Auragraph storyboards in her 

psychic readings. Whether you are receiving a medium or psychic reading, you will not only leave 

with clarity but with an art piece that will memorialize your experience.
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KIND WORDS ABOUT MICHELLE

“I had the most helpful reading with Stepping Stones to Spiritual Guidance with Michelle Henderson. 

The reading covered a ton of areas in a mini reading from spiritual guidance and advice to spirit 

messages to let me know my loved ones are going to be ok. I have three recently diagnosed with 

COVID. That gave me faith and hope when all there was before was worry and fear. She also touched 

on things lam working on to develop and grow myself spirituality. The messages were clear and I had 

to laugh a little as I would have been frustrated before. I'm working on these things and am growing 

more aware of why i need to work on these things. Ego: I will refuse to listen to the GPS for hours 

determined to find a better way insisting there has to be a better way. I call it quality time with Julie. 

Finally, she brought up ideas for helping with my visions. I have them on a whim once in awhile. She 

advised to do something creative like art or coloring. While I've never been creative that that way, I 

do think of doing creative things with technology and writing. Bringing that back to the surface really 

helped to clear up my never-ending list of things to do to a more planned approach. I truly believe in 

divine plans and timing.”

~ Julie Leary

“If you need stepping stones to spiritual guidance, Michelle is perfect for that. She can guide you 

through her spiritual gift to enlighten you on where you currently are and the future of relationships, 

financial, health, etc. You will not be disappointed!”

~ Judy M.

 

“She is a pure heart with an awesome talent! I definitely recommend her!”

~ Jazmine

 

“Michelle is amazing with the biggest and kindest heart. She truly does connect to spirit and does it 

in a way you can feel her love and compassion. Truly recommend her services!!!”

~ Clayton S.
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WHY BOOK MICHELLE?

As there are various topics with rich content that Michelle shares with audiences through a mix of her 

profound life experiences, fresh ideas, and humor, she merges energy and enthusiasm to embolden 

and empower any audience. While Michelle routinely delivers custom content, her most popular topics 

and questions are:

MOST POPULAR TOPICS

✷ TOOLS FOR PARENTS - How healers can provide parents the tools and knowledge to fully 

integrate psychic children into their families.

✷ FULFILLING A CHILD’S SPIRITUAL JOURNEY - The elements of spirituality will help every child 

fulfill their spiritual journey in all phases of their lives.

✷ THE BOOK - Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children: Training Parents to Embrace and Enhance 

Their Psychic Child’s Abilities. 

SUGGESTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

✷ First of all, how do we identify an intuitive child? What are the most common signs?

✷ Avoiding their psychic abilities is one of the first things parents do when they realize something 

is happening. In your opinion, why do we keep denying these signs?

✷ What adverse effects can this denial of the parents cause?

✷ Is it possible to fully integrate an intuitive child into their family? Can families do it by 

themselves?

✷ How can an empath or any other type of healer support these families?

✷ What are the most common questions parents ask when they realize they have an intuitive child 

at home?

✷ How should the healer who identified the empath child start the conversation with the family? Is 

there a right or wrong time?

✷ From what age can a child be trained to understand and develop their psychic abilities?

✷ Parents, society, and communities can influence a child’s spiritual growth, and everyone who 

walks a spiritual path from an early age will find their true purpose in life. What did your 30 

years of experience working with children as an M. Ed show you?

✷ How did you decide it was the right time to write the book, and who did you have in mind as 

your primary audience when writing it? If you had to highlight one takeaway from the book, 

what would that be? What is your biggest wish with this book?
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If you are a psychic, medium, or spiritual coach, you have certainly come across families that were blessed 

with intuitive children. Wanting to work with these families, their children, guiding them through the 

challenges that they need to overcome to embrace and enhance such psychic abilities, is no easy task. 

In Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children, Michelle Henderson offers guidance to all sorts of healers on 

how to provide parents the tools and knowledge it requires to fully integrate psychic children to their 

families. With over thirty years of experience working with children as an M. Ed, Michelle presents the 

foundation of her work and believes that "Looking at the world through a child's eyes" is important.

Children come into this world with a fresh perspective—they are as spiritual as anyone can be. Just as a 

seed planted in rich soil will grow into a beautiful flower, a child will grow strong in an environment that has 

the essentials they need to survive (such as food, water, shelter, and air). But with just the essentials, will a 

child’s spiritual growth increase as well? Children need physical and spiritual nurturing, and this book is 

about providing spiritual nourishment to children.

Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children

Training Parents to Embrace and Enhance Their Psychic Child’s Abilities

Practical Exercises for Parents and Children 

ABOUT THE BOOK
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Parents, society, and communities can influence a child’s spiritual growth, and everyone who walks a 

spiritual path from an early age will find their true purpose in life. With practical exercises, offering insight 

to assist you in educating parents about elements of spirituality that will help every child fulfill his or her 

spiritual journey in all phases of their lives, Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children covers important topics 

as:

● Why parent training?

● Accepting and welcoming the intuitive child

● Encouraging the powerful role of parents

● Navigating the challenges of raising psychic children

● Fully integrating the family

● Supporting spiritually evolved children in different life stages

● Celebrating spiritual growth

What if, instead of discouraging children’s spiritual growth, parents could be educated about the spiritual 

world? Embrace the love, forgiveness, faith, and non-judgmental behavioral strategies to nourish the 

intuitive side of children and their families. Our world needs our children to understand what true love and 

acceptance really is.

PRAISE / ENDORSEMENTS

“Our children are arriving into the world more awake, sensitive, connected and empathic than any 

generations who’ve come before. So, how do we support these exceptionally gifted kids and help them to 

grow into the conscious, contributing adults they are here to become? This book provides gentle, 

perceptive and most importantly accessible tools that parents and children can master together, to 

support and strengthen these amazingly gifted new generations. When we empower our children to work 

with their innate intuitive and spiritual gifts, we usher in a new awareness to the world.”

~ Sara Wiseman,

 Author of Your Psychic Child: How to Raise Intuitive & Spiritually Gifted Children of All Ages
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“This book is very inspiring, because it speaks to the future of our universe, our children. Through her 

words, Henderson encourages and supports parents in helping to develop the intuitive and mediumistic 

abilities of their children. In not doing so, we cheat them and ourselves of the hope and healing they bring 

to our world to make it a better place.

Henderson’s book has a treasure trove of information, activities, and resources to help identify empathic, 

intuitive, and mediumistic children and to give direction to their parents, so they may help the child 

develop this ability. In this way, they may transform something that can seem scary into the beautiful gift 

that it is, bringing confidence and an authentic sense of self to the child.

 

As Henderson makes clear, children with these abilities feel different from those around them and if the 

reason is not understood and validated, the child can suffer in myriad ways, including low self-esteem and 

acting out. As a working Psychic Medium myself, I can attest that I have always felt different. It is a difficult 

thing to have what you know to be true, denied and ignored by friends and loved ones. Although this 

continues to a degree, now in middle age, I have the tools and self-confidence to manage it. How nice it 

would’ve been to have developed these tools as a young child.

To create a better world, we need enlightenment through recognizing that magic and miracles happen 

every day if we allow them. Yoga, breathing exercises and creating psychic art are just a few ways 

Henderson suggests your child can get started. I highly recommend this book for parents and teachers 

alike and for anyone who would like to get in touch with the magic that is.”

~ Tamara Hunter-Hermann

“Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children is an incredible book that lights a pathway for parents and intuitive 

children to follow while also giving them both support and guidance on their spiritual journeys. Michelle 

Henderson is brilliant in covering every aspect of how to help and support your intuitive child in a specific 

customized manner. This book will help parents and intuitive children with insight into these gifts and will 

inspire them both to help embrace and develop these special gifts. This book is a must have for all 

parents and children with special gifts that need to be developed and shared with all who walk this path 

on our planet.” 

~ Nikki Pattillo

International Author at Ozark Mountain Publishing/TV subject matter expert on psychic 

children, The History Channel and BRAVO
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If you are a psychic, medium, or spiritual coach, you have certainly come across families that were
blessed with intuitive children. Wanting to work with these families, their children, guiding them
through the challenges that they need to overcome to embrace and enhance such psychic
abilities, is no easy task. 

In Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children, Michelle Henderson offers guidance to all sorts of
healers on how to provide parents the tools and knowledge it requires to fully integrate psychic
children to their families. With practical exercises, the book covers important topics as Why parent
training?; Accepting and welcoming the intuitive child; Encouraging the powerful role of parents;
Navigating the challenges of raising psychic children; Fully integrating the family; Supporting
spiritually evolved children in different life stages, and Celebrating spiritual growth.

What if, instead of discouraging children’s spiritual growth, parents could be educated about the
spiritual world? Embrace the love, forgiveness, faith, and non-judgmental behavioral strategies to
nourish the intuitive side of children and their families. Our world needs our children to understand
what true love and acceptance really is.

Michelle Henderson, M. Ed. worked in education as a teacher, educational
diagnostician, and behavior analyst for thirty years. While teaching children with
autism, she wrote a book titled A Three Element Social Skill Program: Instruction,
Drama, and Technology. In 2006, she opened IASIS Learning Center, a non-profit
organization teaching children social skills through drama techniques. After retiring
from education, knowing she was going to serve the Divine and offer spiritual
services, Michelle obtained her Ordained Ministry from the Universal Life Church
Ministries in 2019. In 2021, Michelle became a Certified Spiritual Advisor with
Psychic and Medium Certificates through the Lisa Williams International School of
Spiritual Development. With the knowledge she obtained through her life-long work
with children, she became passionate about helping intuitive children embrace their
gifts. Michelle also shares her innovative ideas with other lightworkers, giving them
direction about supporting families of intuitive children.
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